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Almraet 
The shortest consistent superstring problem is, given a set of positive strings and a set of 
negative strings, finding a shortest string including every positive string and no negative string 
as a substrin& This problem is NP-hard and arises in DNA sequencing by hybridization. It is 
also an extension of the well-known shortest cotillion superstring problem which corresponds 
to the case when the set of negative strings is empty. In this paper we show that a shortest 
consistent superstring can be found in polynomial time if(i) a longest common onsupetstring 
for the set of negative strings exists or (ii) the number of positive strings is bounded and every 
symbol of the alphabet appears at the end of some negative string, in the case (i) a longest 
consistent superstring can also be found in polynomial time. 
1. Introduction 
Jiang and Li [5, 6] were perhaps the first to pose the shortest consistent superstring 
problem: Given a set P of l~Sitive strings and a set N of negative strings over an 
alphabet Z, find a shortest consistent (with N) superstring for P, i.e. a shortest string 
over ~ including every positive string and no negative string as a substring. Since 
N will remain invariable further, we will omit the expression in the brackets. Obvious- 
ly, this problem has a solution only if P c~ N -- 0. Further we assume (restrictively) 
that P u N is inclusion free, i.e., no string in the set includes another as a substring. In 
particular, this union does not include the empty string. Besides, without loss of 
generality we assume that there is no one-symbol negative string, say, a because, due 
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to the inclusion free requirement, no string in P v N except a, therefore, no string 
snor t ing  problem :~es  tribal, However. replacing the "shortest"requirement 
by t~ " lon~ one:~nsforms thb case into the longest common onsuperstrtnt] 
problem [15] solvable in polynomial time [12,13]. Consistent superstrings can I~e 
considered as intermediate structures between common superstrings and common 
nonsuperstrings, it prompts the conjecture that there are polynomially solvable 
nontrivia! cases of the shortest consistent superstring problem that somehow are 
relat¢~ to longest common onsuperstrings, As it turns out, these cases exist indeed 
and arise from the graph representation f common onsuperstrings that has been 
proposed in [13]. 
In this paper we show that a shortest consistent supcrstring can be found in 
polynomial time if (i) a longest common nonsuperstring for N exists or (ii) IPI is 
bounded and every symbol of E appears at the end of some string in N. As we will see 
further, in the case 0") a longest consistent superstring can also be found in polynomial 
time~ 
We hope that these results will find applications increating more effective methods 
for DNA sequencing by hybridization. Besides, the case (i) provides an example of 
"downfalr" phenomenon - an NP-hard problem has a polynomia|ly solvable xten- 
sion, which is of some theoretical interest. 
2. PreEmtuarles 
2.1. Graph representation fcommon onsuperstrings 
Here we cite some notation and results in [13]. Let ct be a string over an alphabet 
Z and n be natural. Th~ ~ denotes the concatenation f n copies of a. The following 
condition is necessary for the existence of a longest common onsuperstring for N. 
Va ¢ 2~ 3n/> 2: a" E N (a quadratical c osure of N), 
Indeed, let this condition be false. Then either a ¢ N for some a c 2~ or a ~ ¢ N for all 
natural n. The former is not the case because of the original assumption, the latter 
implies that a" is a common onsuperstring for N and so there is no longest one. 
Let [~[ be the length ofx, ~ be the empty string, I~i -- 0, Pre~ and gz~a be the 
prefix and the suffix of length k of ~., where k -- 0,1 ..... !~1 and Prefo ot =. guffo at ~ ~. 
We will write Pref~ and gu~'at if the length of prefixes and suffixes is immaterial. 
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The quadratical c osure condition implies the following weaker one. 
'4a ~ Z ~ ¢ N: a = Sufft • (a final closure of N). 
So, this n~ry  for the exi.q~Ce Of a lon~ common onsoper- 
stfing. In the following, we assumelhat N is finally close',L 
For a V of strings over f without edefine a d~i'ected graph Gr with vertex 
V and arc setE  determined by the rule:. 
(a,~)GE ~" SU~],l.t~c== erefl , i~),~ 
The arc (~,p) arises when M ~; IPl ~ ! and there is a string of length ~[  + I over 
Z with prefix ~ and suffix p. This string is denoted as [~/TJ. Note that ~,~ is not 
necessarily in g. In particular, if l~l =~ I, then there are arcs from :~ to all other vertices 
of Gv and Suffl, l_ 1 • = P implies (~.,//) ¢ E. 
Example 2.1. Gr,ot~,s contai~ts arcs (word, order), (a, part), (there, here), herein [word. 
order] -- warder. [a, part] = apart, [there, here] = there? 
Let ~(0 be the symbol atthe ith position of ~ i.e, • -- ~(!):~(2) ... ~(1=1), and V "~ be 
the set of all common superstrings for V. A route in a graph is denoted by the sequence 
= (~t, c(2 .... , ~h- t, ~t) of ,;**s vertices such that for all i = !, 2, .... k - l (~i, ~+ t ) is 
an arc of the graph. 2[~[ will denote the length of,r/, i.e. ],O'l -- k - I. For every route 
.~t -(~t,0c 2.. . . .  0¢~_ t ,~)  in G;~ define the string 
f (~)  = ~t (l)~t2(l)... ~-  l(l)~t. 
Obviously, f(,~f) ¢ {~tt, ~, ..... :tt- t, ~ }N ~. 
Remark 2.1. Let 2;" be the set of all 3trings of length n over F,. Then Gz~ is the 
well-known de Bruijn's graph [3] andf is  a one-to-one correspondence b tween the 
set of routes of length k - 1 in G~ and E n+~- t. 
For a string • with I~1 > I we call Pref~ and SuO'~t proper if 0 < n < I~1. Let S be 
the set of proper suffixes of strings in N. For every ,onempty string co over Z define the 
route in Cs 
g(w) = (~t, ~(2 .... .  f(i, olt+ t . . . . .  ~(Ic01- t ,  ~1,~1), 
where ~, is the longest string of S included in oJ as a substring starting from the/th 
position. Since the final closure condition holds, a ¢ Z => a e S and so the choice o f~ 
is always possible. It is important to observe that the inequality I~il < I~i+11 + I and 
inure that English is actually not inclusion free. The inclusion freeness assumption is ortly neeOed in the 
~ext section. 
:Unlike a path, a route can intersect itself. 
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the eqtmP.ty gu~,,t- t ot~ = Pre~,,t-t ~ . t  follow f rom the fact that ~t, and ~ta+t are 
included in foas subs, rings starting from the ith and (i + I)th positions, respectively. 
a~ t~ longest ~gth  ~Uimt!  Thus, in fact, i.e. the  
it is easy tosee that f(g(¢~)) = ~a. 
rex set S and a~ (~,p) m that otis the longest 
prefix of i~/~] containcd in Nu$.  i.e. among suffixes of N there are no prefixes of 
[~  longer than ~. Note that this definition is independent of the final closure 
condition. 
Example 7..Z If X = English then the arc (ore, renir) of Gs is not in Fs, since 
ore = $~0"~ lore. renir = S*!~s oucenir. [ore, venir] = ovenir, but oven = 
(Pref, orenir)~X. N~ther is the arc (e.t) of Gs in /'s since e=Suff t loce,  
t = St!g, let, [e. r] = et = Pref2 et = ($,!~', net) ~ S. However the arc (ee, ca) is in/ 's 
since ee = SJ#2 tree, ea = Surf2 tea, lee, ea] = eea, where eea q~ N u S~ee. 
Let Im be the set of all common onsuperstrings for V. The following lemma [13] 
shows that Fs is constructed so that there is a correspondence b tween the set of 
routes in Us and/~.  
Lemnm 2.1. (a) I f .el is a route in Fs, then f(o'V) ~ N~; (b) if co e N ~, then g((o) is a rome 
in Is. 
Remark 2.2. Note that the last vertex of the route g(ro) is a one-symbol suffix. Besides, 
an arbitrary route s /= (ott .. . . .  otD in Fs can be extended to the route 
Lemma 2.1 reduces a consideration fcommon onsuperstrings forN to the analysis 
of the graph Fs. Bounded length of common onsuperstrings forN means bounded 
length of routes in Is ,  i.e, Fs is acyclic. Hence, we have the following theorem [13]. 
Theorem 7.1. I f  the graph F s fs acyctic, then d is the longest path in it i f  and only iff(st) 
is a longest common onsuperstr~ng for N. l f  d = (~ t, ~2 . . . . .  ~k ) is a closed route in I s, 
i.e. ~t --- :{t. then [Pref~_ t f (~)] n ~ N ~ fc, r any natural n so there is ~o longest common 
nonsuperstring for N. 
Thus. a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a longest common 
nonsuperstring for N is the acyclicity of Is .  
2.2. Wreaths 
Let.~t = (~tt, ~t, . . . . .  ak)and ~---- (pt.~2 . . . . .  pt) be two routes and k <<. l. l f~=pt ,  
then .~  will denote the composition of M and .~, i.e. s /o~= 
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(~t, ~ . . . . .  ~,/~z ..... /l~). We call .~ a head of ~, if ~t =/ i , ,  ~ =//z . . . . .  ~ =//~, a tail 
• 2 =/]~+t ... . .  ~ =/~,÷t for 1 ~ t ~ I - k. 
We call ~t and ~ a source and a terminal of ~,~ respectively, if ~t ---/It, 
~ =/I~, .... 0q_ t ---/I~- t • ~ ~/I~, then ~_ ~ is a fork of,e~ and ~ with prongs ~ and/i~. 
A set of routes we calla bundle if all routes in it have a common source - the knot of 
a bundle. Aterminal, afork and a prong of a bundle are the terminal of a route, the fork 
and the prong of a pair of route~ in it, respectively. 
A wreath is a bundle in which at least one prong of ev~-y fork is a terminal and 
no two routes have a common terminal. Obviously, a longest route ~'  in a wreath 
contains all its forks. A core of a wreath is the one-vertex route including the knot, 
if I~l = 0, or the head of .~' of length !~i - 1 if I~"l >0. It is easy to ~ that a 
wreath has only one core and each of the wreaths terminals is connected with the 
core by one arc. Thus, a wreath can be determined by its core and the arcs ending 
in terminals. 
3. Representation fconsistent .¢nperstrings by routes in F s 
3.1. Representation f positive strings 
An obvious necessary condition for the existence of a cons:~stent superstring for P is 
P ~ N ~. Further we consider that it holds. 
The results from the previous ection show that any common onsuperstring for N, 
in particular, any string in P, any substring of a string in P and any consistent 
supe~tring for P can be represented asa route of Fs if the final closure condilion 
holds. However, such ,~ route is not unique in general (cf. Remark 2.2). 
Let d ~ (~l ,~, , . . . , zk - , ,~- l ,~t )  be a route in Fs, cocN ~. We say that d is 
a representative of co if ¢o is a prefix of f(,~t)----~t0l~,2(1)...~t-,(1)xk-I(l)~ 
and not a prefix of f'(,z0 = ~1(1)~2(1) ...~-2( l)z~- i. Obviously, St~, l_ t+ t oJ= 
Preft,o1-~+ 1[~- t, zk~ Here we consider that ~o --- ~ and It, ~] = x for any vertex ~ of 
Us. Since ~ is longer tt~,an f'(.~), ~k- t is a proper prefix ofSu~ I_k+ ~ ~, i.e. this suffix 
is longer than ~(k - t- T~:refore, ~ ¢ S implies that the arc (~_ t, ~(~) is not in Us, This in 
turn implies k = I. This proves 
Lemma 3,1. Every proper suffix of any negative string, i.e. ever)" vertex of Us, has 
representatives only of length O, 
Let W~, denotes the set of all representatives of (~. This set is not empty because it
includes at least a head of g(co) (cf. Remark 2.2). 
Theorem 3.1. If co ¢ P, then W,, is a wreath of Fs. 
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ProoL Let ,~ ~ (~e, .... ,:~),(/~t .. . . .  /~t)c W,,. Without loss of generality we assume 
that oh = Pref[;t, since both ~t and 0~ are prefixes of (o. iff(,n~) .- Prefer, then 
V is not inclusion free - a contradiction with the original 
(at,. . . ,  ~)~ We, with i > I - a contradiction with Lemma 3,1. Thus, all representa. 
tires of m a ~mon source, i.e, IV, is a bundle. 
Now we show that at least one prong of each fork in W~, is a terminal, Let, in 
contrast. ~t and ~ be two prongs of a fork that are not terminals. Without loss of 
8ener~lity we assmne that  ~t := Pref~. Then there exists the representative 
(~t .... ,~)~ W e with i > I - again a contradiction with LeTnma 3.1. 
Employing the same technique we can make sure that no two routes in W~, have 
a common germinal. Otherwise th'~s terminal should have a representative of length 
more than 0. E] 
Further, ifw ~ P. we denote the knot and the core of the wreath Wo, as ~,'~, and qf~,, 
respectively. Note that g(o# is the longest route in iV, and Ig(co)] -- I¢ol - l. So, 
I~'oI = O, it" tool = l ,  or  l~f,,] "-- Icol - 2 if Io~I > t. 
3.2. Consistent superstrings for a pair of positive strings 
Let ~ ~ ~ P. If Sufl~ a = Pre)~ ~, where 0 < k < rain { lal, I~l}, we say that the string 
(Prefi~t_t ahO = aSu~m_~ p is the overlap of a and ~ with size k. 
Since P is inclusion free, some consistent superstrings for the pair {a,~} includes 
a starting before ~ and the others have ~ before a. $o, we can talk just about consistent 
superstrings fm the ordered pair <a, lg} because all reasoning for <~,a} will be 
symmetrical. 
We call a consistent superstring ? for <~,//) proper if 0c - Pref? and ~ = Surf?. 
Obviously, any consistent superstring includes some proper one as a substring. 
Theorem 3.1 has the following evident. 
Comlh~ 3.1. Any representative of a proper consistent superstring for < a, [3> includes 
a route of W: as a head and a route of Wp as a tail. 
So, any representative of a proper consistent superstring 7 for <~, ~> can be written 
as ~o~,  where .~ is a route from ~c~ to g0 and ~ is a route of We. If ~ includes 
a terminal ~ of W~, then ,~ = ~o~, where ~ is a route of W~ with the terminal ~ and 
is a route from ~ to ~¢p. I f~'  includes no terminal of W~, then i¢p is on the core of W~. 
Therefot~ a head ~ o f~ is a tail of a route of W~, i.e. ~, is an overlap of a and/~ with 
size l,q~l. Henc~ every route of W~ contains a tail of a route of W~ as a head. Thus, we 
have proved 
Theorem 3,2. Let S,p be the set of all routes in Fsfrom t~, to ~1~ that have a route of IV~ as 
a head, S'~ be the head ofrg, from ~c, to ~c~ (if,cp is on cg,) and R,p = S,~ u {.~r:~ }.Then 
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{?~,: ~ e R,e}, where ~, ,= [Pr~qf(,C~Jp, is the set of all proper consistent super. 
strings for <~ [$>. Herein WT, , = {,~¢o~:  ~ tV~ is the ~,eath of all representatives of T~r. 
~oteby  Si~:the su~t  of  $,j, that consists of routes whose tails starting at 
t~ i~ ls  of routes in W~ are actually paths, and R,p ~ $~,j~ {~r,p}. Note that the 
length of each route in Rgt is bounded, Define a distance from a to/1 by the following 
twoways. Let 
Min(a, ~ = rain {I Pre~,lJ'(,Wr)l: .~ e Ag o 
and Max(a, p) be the same expression after replacing "rain" by "max". Obviously, 
17.~1 = lPr~l f ( .~)]  + I/~l. Since a shortest consistent superstring is proper. Theorem 
3.2.  has the following 
Corollary 3. l  l f  ~/ is a shortest route in R'-o, then 7~¢ is a shortest consistent superstring 
for <~, p> with length Mfn(~, ~) + !~;, 
Let ,~¢ and 04" he longest paths in Us to g~ and from gin, respectively. Since 
..¢' finishes with a one-symbol string (d. Remark 2.2) and any consistent superstring 
includes a proper one as a substring, we have 
Corollary 3.3. I f  Fs is an acyclic graph and ~t is a longest path in R;p, then 
[ Pr~rtf(,W)] [frefldlf(z~O]f(,AQ 
is a longest consistent superstring for <og [l> with length l-K[ + Max(a, ~ + Ivf/'l + i. 
3.3. Consistent superstrtngs for a linearly ordered set of positive strinos 
Let P - {a:, ...,a~}. Since P is inclusion free,, any consistent superstring for P in- 
cludes positive strings in some linear order according to the appearances of their first 
symbols. So, we can say about consistent superstrings for a linearly ordered set of 
positive strings. Besides, the set of all consistent superstrings for P is the union of the 
sets of consistent superstrings for all p! linear order of t'. In this subsection we consider 
consistent superstrings for a fixed linear order <at ..... aj,>. An evident corollary from 
Theorem 3.1 is 
Corollary 3.4. I f  a consistent superstring 7exists for <al . . . . .  a~, then any representa- 
tive of? includes a route of W~j, i - 1, .... p, as a subroute in the ith order. 
Analogously, we call a consistent superstdng 7 for <at ... . .  ap) proper if xl -- Pref7 
and ~xj,--SurfT. So, any representative of a proper consistent superstring 7 for 
< a t . . . . .  a~> can be written as ~ o d2  ° .. . .  ~'~ - 1 ° *~. where d t¢  R~,,, + ~, 1 ~< i ~g p, and 
~l is a route of ~p, Thus, we have 
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Theomn 3.3. Let 6~,=Pr~, l f (=r , )  for i :1 ,2  . . . . .  p - I  and 7..~,..~. ... . ~-/,.,: 
{;,~,,=,~ ..... ~,,.,: ~ ,e  R,,,= & ~/z G R,.,, & ... & .~,_,e R,, . , , ,} 
is the ~t  of all proper consistent .vaperstrin#s for <:q . . . . .  ~p>. Herein 
w~,.~ ..... ~,,_,{.~,,o.~o .... .~,_,o~ ~ ~ w,,} 
is the wreath grail representatires of~:.~,.~¢= .....=t,.,. 
Analogously, denoting by .R and .A* longest paths in Fs to ~:,, and from ~,  
~spectively. we get the following corollaries from Theorem 3,3. 
Corollary 3.5. i f  ~ll is a shortest route in R'~,m,,,, I ~ i < p, then ~.~/,,.~= ...... ~,., is 
a shortest consistent superstring for <~1 ..... ~p> with length 
p- I  
i= l  
Corollary 3.6. If  Fs is an acyclic graph and .~l is a longest path in R~,,,. ,, 1 ~ i < p, 
then [Pref~elf(.,q)]6,/,6.,e2...6d,.,f(.AQ is a longest consistent superstring .for 
~ ,  . . . . .  =p) with length 
p- I  
l-~l + ~ Max[at~,~+,) + I,~1 + I. 
[=! 
4. Polyuomlally computsble cases 
4.1. The case ,'hen the number of positive strings is bounded and the final closure 
condition holds 
Let, as before, p -- IPI and n be the total length of negative strings. For any w c P, 
the core W~, can be obtained from the route 0(¢o) by deleting the terminal. Therefore, 
W~ can be extracted from Fs by finding the route g(¢o) and testing if every vertex of Fs 
is a terminal connected with ~,  by one arc. A route in $~B can be written as ~o~,  
where d c IV, and ~ is a path from the terminal of ~ to the knot gp. So, finding 
a shortest or longest route in R'-o reduces to enumerating terminals of IV= and finding 
a shortest or longest path. Thus,. if the final closure condition holds, then checking the 
exislence of a consistent superstring and finding a shortest one for a linearly ordered 
set of positive strings reduce to constructing the graph Fs, extracting the wreaths and, 
by Corollary 3.5, finding at most p - 1 shortest paths. All these manipulations take 
time at most O(pn2). Hence, a shortest consistent superstring for P can be found by 
enumerating all p! linear orders on P in time O(p!pn') which is polynomial if p is 
bounded by a constant. 
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4.2. The case when a longest common onsuperstring for the set of negative strings 
exists 
graph, Introduce abinary relation g on P putting ~t~p if and only if tbere is a path in 
Us from g,  to t:~i Ob~0uSly~ -< is transitive ~ndi is  an 
antigvmmetrica; if a consistent supcrstring 3'exists for 1', then the incluskm free 
requirement for P implies that no two positive strings tart in 7 with the same position. 
Hence, g, --: gp ,~ a = ~, i.e..< is a strict order. Besides, for every pair of positive 
strings a and/J the knots gs and gp are connected by a subroute of g(7), i.e. every two 
positive strings are comparable by -<, Hence, we have 
TIg.orem 4,1. Let a longest common onsuperstrlng for N exist, l f  a consistent super- 
string for P exists, then -< is a linear order and the set of all consistent superstrings for 
P is the set of all consistent superstrinosfor the linearly ordered set P with .<. 
Identifying a linear order on P takes time at most O(p2) [8]. Thus, using Corollaries 
3.5 and 3.6, we can find a shortest and longest consistent supcrstring for P in 
polynomial time O(p + pn2). 
5. Concluding remarks 
In the case when the final closure condition holds, the shortest consistent super- 
string problem can be easily reduced to the minimum weighted irected Hamihonian 
path problem: Find a path with minimum weight that goes through all vertices of 
a given complete directed graph with weighted arcs. Without loss of generality, it is 
enough to consider that the first and last vertices of the path are also given. 
Let H be the complete directed graph with vertex set {~c,~: ¢o c P} v {s, t}. Define 
weights ¢0 on arcs (g, g#) of H by the following way. Put 
fMin(~,~ if R~,.p #0,  
(o(lc~, ac~) -- ~. 
00 otherwise, 
and oJ(s, K~) -~ 0, w(K~,, t) -- I(ol. Corollary 3.5 implies that, if ,w  -- (s, ~,, . . . . .  ap. t) is 
a minimum weighted irected Hamiltonian path in H from s to t, then 3~,, ..... .~,, is 
a shortest consistent superstring. A dynamic programming algorithm computes .W in 
time O(p'2 p) (cf. [4]). So, if p = O(Iog n), then a shortest consistent superstring can be 
found in polynomial time O(n°tlJlog2 n + n z log n). Besides, any efficiently solvable 
case of the minimum weighted irected Hamiitonian path problem gives an e~ciently 
solvable case of the shortest consistent superstring problem if the final closure 
condition holds. In conclusion, one has to note that a key construction in all 
reasonings in this paper is the route 0(co) which does not exist in general if the final 
closure condition does not hold. 
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